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As world events continue to evolve,
unfortunately, so do cyber threats. This
means the need for robust cybersecurity
has never been greater. Numerous threat
actors, including nation-state attackers
and organized cybercriminals, threaten
businesses, government agencies
and critical infrastructure across the globe.
The COVID-19 pandemic also forced
companies to pivot to a remote workforce
virtually overnight—significantly increasing
their cyberattack surface.
This “perfect storm” of world events has led to an unprecedented
increase in emerging threats like phishing attacks, driving the
need for organizations to secure both company-owned devices
and networks as well as personal equipment. Ransomware has
also become a significant problem, with complaints increasing by
62% year over year.1 Without battle-tested processes, tools and
quality training, businesses will be underprepared to discover,
respond to and bounce back from these types of attacks.

evaluate your defenses
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https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa21-243a
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Fortunately, advanced cyber ranges provide realistic training
environments to keep your security team, processes and
technology working at peak performance. These cyber ranges
can equip your organization with an isolated, high-fidelity

Ransomware
has also become
a significant
problem, with
complaints
increasing by 62%
year over year.

duplicate of your environment, so you can run real cyberattacks
without threatening your production network. However, it’s vital
to evaluate your defenses under the most realistic conditions,
so it’s important to select a platform that emulates user activity.
This type of platform provides the most accurate representation of the background noise threat actors use to disguise their
activity and mimics the way employees can fall prey to social
engineering and phishing campaigns.

With user emulation, you can confidently and effectively see
how your security team and technology stack can differentiate
between normal and malicious activity, helping you accurately

run real cyberattacks

assess your organization’s ability to mitigate cyber threats.
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What is user emulation?

User emulation refers to bot-like virtual users that simulate real-life network traffic by
interacting with an application’s dynamic content, and each other, in the same manner
as an actual user.
Capabilities of user emulation:
Browsing the web
Sending and receiving emails
Accessing social media
Interacting with office applications
These virtual users perform “normal” activities such as web browsing, sending and
receiving emails, interacting with an emulated social media site and using office
applications like Word and PowerPoint.
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Screengrab
of a virtual
user performing
day-to-day
activity

Benefits of user emulation

In addition to creating a high-fidelity environment, other objectives of employing
user emulation technology include:
Realistic background noise. Malicious actors often hide within regular network traffic.
By training your team in a realistic environment with user emulation, operators
will learn to break through the background noise to identify and isolate an attack.
Authentic tool evaluation. Realistic background traffic affects the way some security
tools work. For example, a network detection tool would have more difficulty detecting
malicious activity within realistic background traffic than it would in an environment
where only malicious traffic is present.
Simulated insider threats. User activity can also be the origin of an attack. For
example, a user that clicks on a malicious link from a phishing email could install
malware on the corporate network.
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31%

of respondents who
experienced an external
attack reported that it
was carried out through
phishing

45%

improvement in attack
defense after implementing
a SimSpace cyber range
[SimSpace data]

[Forrester, 2021]

Authentic evaluation of security tools

As mentioned above, realistic background traffic affects how
some security tools function. In normal use, daily network activity
affects many detection tools, making it critical to apply user
emulation in your product evaluation before going into production.
These tools include:
n

Network detection tools

n

Security information and event management (SIEM)

n

Endpoint protection tools

�
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Why choose user emulation over alternative solutions?

Some solutions employ traffic simulation to offer a similar function, but they simply can’t provide
the same degree of realism. Unlike traffic simulation, which simply replays recorded activity, user
emulation dynamically challenges your defense mechanisms to differentiate between normal and
malicious activity.

Here’s how user emulation and traffic simulation perform differently in
a cyber range deployment:
User emulation

Traffic simulation

Training

More effective for training.
Trains defenders to identify
malicious behavior against a
backdrop of realistic network
traffic.

Less effective for training.
Human defenders can easily
classify repetitive traffic.

Realism

More realistic.
Bots generate traffic the
same way a real user would—
interacting with applications,
clicking on malicious links and
downloading compromised
files.

Less realistic.
Essentially a playback or
recording of user traffic
rather than a dynamic
simulated environment.

Throughput

More focused.
Designed to create
realistic traffic rather than
an abundance of traffic.

More broad.
Useful to test how many
packets could be processed
on a piece of network
equipment, where it does
not matter what type of
traffic is present.hat type of
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Customer use cases

User emulation provides various benefits to make a cyber range more realistic.
Here are a few customer-specific examples:
Customizing user personas. A persona performs a specific set of activities
during a given time period. For example, bots can represent users that work
different shifts or other customized personas based on role and activities.
Enriching red vs. blue team exercises. By including user activity in a red vs.
blue team exercise, the blue team’s log will fill up with realistic activity to
make it a more life-like event. Defenders will have to determine where there
is malicious activity vs. regular user activity.

Org 8-5 Office Worker

Snapshot of
typical persona
activities
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About the SimSpace Cyber Risk Management Platform

As the only vendor providing user emulation capabilities, SimSpace
redefines the level of realism possible in a commercial cyber range.
Developed at MIT Lincoln Labs, user emulation is a core feature of
SimSpace’s cyber range. It is available for any of the products running
in our range, including our team training and technology evaluation
products. User emulation is also included out of the box with many
of our pre-built range specifications.
The SimSpace Cyber Risk Management Platform is powered by the
world’s most advanced commercial cyber range, providing everything
needed to keep your people, processes and technology optimized
and operating at peak performance. With SimSpace, you can rapidly
stand up secure, scalable and customizable environments—within
virtual, physical or blended deployments.

Take the next step toward
cyber readiness
Is your organization ready to take the next step? The team at
SimSpace would welcome the chance to meet with you and set up
your own personalized demonstration of the SimSpace Cyber Risk
Management Platform.

Every effort has been made to ensure the information contained herein is
accurate and up-to-date but is provided “as is” with no representations or
warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the information
provided or any subsequent changes to the information provided. This
edition supersedes all previous collateral.
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